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Laser Acceleration of Relativistic Electrons Using the Inverse Cherenkov Effect
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A 580-MW peak power, radially polarized CO2 laser beam (l  10.6 mm) focused by an axicon
accelerated 40-MeV electrons by#3.7 MeV over a 12-cm interaction length (31 MeVym), using the
inverse Cherenkov effect in which a gas is used to slow the light wave. This represents the first
direct observation of acceleration using this effect and demonstrates the effectiveness of the radially-
polarized–axicon-focused geometry. The observed energy gain agrees with model predictions.

PACS numbers: 41.75.Ht, 29.17.+w, 42.62.Hk
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Using lasers to accelerate relativistic particles [1] o
fers the potential for generating.1 GeVym acceleration
gradients, thereby enabling the possibility of TeV-clas
(1012 eV) accelerators and compact accelerators for u
in industry and medicine. This Letter presents the e
perimental results of using the inverse Cherenkov effe
to accelerate electrons in which a gas (e.g., H2) is used to
slow the phase velocity of the laser light to match the ele
tron velocity [2]. Phase matching is achieved by intersec
ing the laser light with the electron beam (e beam) at the
Cherenkov angle defined byuC  cos21s1ynbd, wheren
is the index of refraction of the gas andb is the electron
velocity divided by the velocity of light. Satisfying the
Cherenkov phase matching condition enables electrons
stay in phase with the light wave over long distances r
sulting in large accumulated energy gains.

The inverse Cherenkov effect was first demonstrat
at Stanford University in 1981 [2]. Later, Fontana an
Pantell [3] developed an improved geometry for invers
Cherenkov acceleration (ICA) that features a radial
polarized laser beam focused onto thee beam using
an axicon (see Fig. 1). This geometry offers sever
advantages over the linearly polarized laser beam ca
including more efficient energy exchange, and is the o
used in the experiment discussed here.

The experiment was performed on the Accelerator Te
Facility (ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory [4].
The ATF features a 40-MeV electron accelerator that us
a photocathode microwavee gun. A 10-GW linearly
polarized CO2 laser (l  10.6 mm) is available for laser
particle acceleration experiments [5].

The major components of the experiment are an optic
system for converting the linearly polarized ATF CO2

laser beam into one with radial polarization [6], a ga
cell where the ICA interaction occurs, and ane-beam
transport line and energy spectrometer. Figure 2 is
schematic plan view of the gas cell. The electron
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enter through a 2.1-mm-thick diamond window, which
separates the gas in the cell from the beam-line vacuu
travel through a 0.5-mm diam hole in the axicon mirro
pass through the interaction region and a 1-mm dia
hole in a 45± mirror, exit the cell through another 2.1
mm-thick diamond window, and continue to the energ
spectrometer at the end of the beam line. Entering the
through a ZnSe window, the radially polarized laser bea
reflects off the 45± mirror towards the axicon mirror,
which focuses the laser beam onto thee beam.

The axicon had a measured angle of10.04 6

0.04 mrad, corresponding to a Cherenkov angle und
ideal conditions of20.08 6 0.08 mrad. The laser beam
on the axicon had an estimated outer radius of,3.75 mm
and an inner radius of,1.25 mm (90% power points).
This meant the interaction length wasø12 cm.

The amount of laser power that could be delivered du
ing the experiment was limited by laser damage of one
the optical elements in the system. Although this sit
ation was rectified after the experiment, it meant th

FIG. 1. Inverse Cherenkov acceleration configuration [3].
radially polarized laser beam is focused by an axicon onto
e beam at the Cherenkov angleuC inside a gas-filled region,
resulting in energy exchange occurring over an interacti
lengthL.
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Schematic plan view of the gas cell where the invers
Cherenkov interaction occurs. Note that an axicon mirror i
used rather than an axicon lens, as shown in Fig. 1. The opt
in the gas cell can be adjusted remotely.

effective peak power delivered to the interaction regio
was ,580 MW. This effective power includes a correc-
tion factor because the delivered laser beam was also o
83% radially polarized. (Normally this is.90%.) The
parameters for the experiment are summarized in Table

The energy spectrometer has a momentum acceptan
range of 62.8% of the mean energy. Since the ICA
interaction resulted in an energy modulation much large

TABLE I. Experiment system parameters.

Electron beam

Source BNL ATF
Beam energy 40 MeV
Intrinsic energy spread (s) ø60.5 MeV
Normalized emittancea ,20p mm mrad
Electron bunch length ø13 ps (FWHM)
Charge per bunch ø0.1 nC
Pulse format Single pulse

Laser beam

Laser CO2

Wavelength 10.6mm
Pulse length (base width) 220 ps
Peak power delivered to interaction ,580 MW

region
Pulse repetition rate Single shot

Interaction region (gas cell)

Phase matching medium Hydrogen gas
Cherenkov angle 20.08 6 0.08 mrad
Temperature 16.7 ±C
Length of electron/laser beam overlap ø12 cm
Length of gas traversed by electrons 43 cm
Thickness of diamonde-beam window 2.1 mm
aEffective geometric emittance as defined by the limiting ape
tures inside the gas cell.
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than this range, it was necessary to scan the spectrom
and use multiple shots to obtain subspectra in order
construct the full modulated spectrum.

Some pulse-to-pulse changes in thee-beam and laser
beam characteristics occurred during the scan. The larg
fluctuations were in thee-beam currentss ø 50%d, which
only changed the magnitude of the spectrometer sign
and not the overall shape of the full spectrum. Instabilitie
of the meane-beam energy due to RF power fluctuation
add a ø693 keV uncertainty in the energy values o
the full spectrum, but, as will be shown, this is muc
less than the acceleration imparted upon thee beam
by the laser. Last, the laser pulse energy varied w
a s ø 14%; however, since the ICA interaction scale
with the square root of the laser peak power [3], th
amount of variation does not appreciably change the sha
of the full spectrum. Thus, even though the condition
are not exactly the same for each of the subspect
an approximate full spectrum can be created by scali
the subspectra to fit end to end to compensate for t
variations ine-beam current [7].

Figure 3(a) gives thee-beam energy spectrum after
traversing through the gas cell filled with 2.2 atm of H2 at
16.7±C, with the laser off. Most of the energy spread i
due to the intrinsic width of thee beamss ø 0.5 MeVd.
Figure 3(b) shows the result with the laser deliverin
,580 MW, where the subspectra have been spliced
gether. Since the electron bunch length (tyc , 4 mm) is
much longer than the laser wavelength, the interaction b
tween thee beam and the laser beam occurred over a
phases of the laser light wave, resulting in both acce
erated and decelerated electrons being observed. Th
data, taken at a constant spectrometer detector gain, sh
a maximum acceleration of,3 MeV; however, as will be
shown later, electrons were accelerated beyond 3 MeV

The predictions of the model developed to simulate th
ICA process [8], which includes the effects of electro
scattering by the gas molecules, are also plotted
Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), the model and data are in excelle
agreement. Two slightly different model runs are give
in Fig. 3(b) where the gas cell exit window diamete
is either 1 or 2 mm, with the 1-mm case being close
to the actual size of the output window. The mode
predicts that as the output window size decreases m
electrons are accelerated or decelerated relative to
unaccelerated ones. (Note that the ordinate in Fig. 3
normalized to the peak signal and does reveal the fact t
the overall signal is lower for a smaller window.) The
interpretation of this is that the output window acts like
filter to the spectrometer by controlling the number of off
axis electrons that are detected versus the number of
axis electrons. It is the on-axis electrons that in gene
will experience the best energy exchange. Therefo
the smaller the output window, the fewer unaccelerat
electrons are detected, which after normalization of th
spectra makes it appear that relatively more electrons
547
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FIG. 3. Electron-beam energy spectra. Solid curves are t
subspectra data that have been spliced together (see te
dashed and dotted curves are the model predictions [8].
With no laser present and after traveling through the gas c
filled with 2.2 atm H2 at 16.7±C. (b) With 580 MW of laser
peak power delivered to the interaction region and measured
constant spectrometer detector gain.

accelerated. This behavior implies that the model m
need to be modified to include other effects such as
nonuniform laser beam wave front that can cause le
efficient energy exchange.

Electrons at,3.7 MeV are seen in the subspectr
obtained at the highest spectrometer detector gain (s
Fig. 4) and correspond to an acceleration gradient
ø31 MeVym. (Note, the number of electrons gaining
high energy can be increased by optically prebunching t
e beam before it interacts with the laser accelerator.)

At 580-MW laser peak power, theory predicts the max
mum longitudinal electric field at the optimum phase poin
is 3.5 3 105 V/cm, corresponding to a peak acceleratio
gradient of 35 MeVym. This is consistent with the mea-
sured average gradient of 31 MeVym.

The pressure was varied to optimize the interaction an
based upon the optimum pressure point, to determine
effective Cherenkov angle of the experiment. Figure
shows the measured and predicted pressure depende
of the ICA process. The model predictions for the pea
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FIG. 4. Electron-beam energy subspectrum (single shot da
of the high energy region obtained with the spectromet
detector set to maximum gain. All the other conditions ar
the same as in Fig. 3.

acceleration as a function of gas pressure are plott
Because of the pulse-to-pulse variations explained earli
the peak acceleration of the data as a function of press
could not be reliably measured. Instead, Fig. 5 plots t
width of the normalized central subspectrum (at 80%
the peak) versus pressure. This is a less direct meth
for determining the pressure dependence of the elect
modulation by the laser since it measures the change
shape of only a small portion of the full spectrum [9]. A
seen in Fig. 3, the central portion of the laser-on spectru
is slightly wider than the laser-off spectrum. Howeve
the limited momentum acceptance of the spectrome
will also tend to mask this spreading effect. Therefor
it is not expected that the shapes of the model and d
pressure dependence curves would necessarily agree
each other. Nonetheless, it is useful to note that t
maximum for the data occurs at a slightly lower ga

FIG. 5. Gas pressure dependence results. The solid curve
the model prediction, where the normalized maximum electro
acceleration is plotted as a function of pressure. The dash
curve is the data, where the normalized width of the measur
central subspectrum is plotted as a function of pressure.
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pressure than the model prediction and corresponds
a Cherenkov angle of,19.4 mrad. This may be due
to an imperfectly collimated laser beam at the axico
The more gradual pressure dependence of the data
also consistent with the spectrometer’s limited acceptan
range tending to mask the spreading effect.

Current detector limitations [7] prevented the numbe
of electrons accelerated to higher energies from bei
quantified during this particular experiment. However,
strong spectrometer signal was obtained which indicat
that a significant fraction of the total number of electron
in thee-beam pulse was being accelerated with each sh
Based upon the sensitivity of the spectrometer detec
system, we estimate that the spectrum shown in Fig. 3(
corresponds to roughly 10 pC of charge. Since the da
are in good agreement with the model, we can use th
total charge value and the shape of the model cur
to estimate that.106 electrons received energy gains
.2 MeV.

The strong spectrometer signal also provided a conv
nient way to determine the timing between the electro
pulse (,13 ps) and the laser pulse, and to optimize th
spatial overlap between the two beams within the inte
action region. By scanning the delay time between th
two beams and observing the spectrometer signal of t
accelerated electrons, the duration of the laser pulse w
measured and found to be 220 ps (base width). This e
in controlling the timing implies that synchronizing thee-
beam pulse with shorter length laser pulses (e.g., 30
should not be an issue for future experiments.

In conclusion, an electron energy gain of#3.7 MeV
using the inverse Cherenkov effect was observed,
good agreement with the model predictions. This is th
highest amount of acceleration observed for this effe
This demonstration validates the improved ICA geomet
devised by Fontana and Pantell. Future plans inclu
performing additional ICA measurements at higher deliv
ered laser peak power (,5 GW) and for longer interaction
lengths (,20 cm). Under these conditions the mode
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predicts .12 MeV peak acceleration representing a
acceleration gradient of.60 MeVym. Upgrading the
ATF CO2 laser to generate.100 GW of peak power
would enable acceleration gradients of several hundr
MeV per meter.
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